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SOCCER FEVER BEGUN
EXCLUSIVE REPORT ON ONE AND ONLY EUROPIAN CHAMPIONSHIP

PARAPLU TODAY
JEROME REVEALS >
exclusive interview with
our EASA-leader inside!

DANCE NOW

A wise man once said that
“TALKING ABOUT LOVE IS
LIKE DANCING WITH ARCHITECTURE” Clever words
one might say, but not some
that have hurt the participants
of the density workshop because they try anyway. Tonight
you will have the chance to
make your own opinion of this
workshop when they give their
ﬁrst performance. This hap-

pening will take place in the
room behind the smallest
sleeping area at 19:00.

DELI CORNER
Today´s baguette proofed
a bit sloppy but colourful as allways. Maybe we
are too close to Belgium
to get the original french
baguette: hard as a rock,
able to crush a wall, but
well, the sunny Greek
smiles of todays breakfast
crew made up for everything.

Exclusive! Soccer tournament hits EASA, fever starts taking hold of several national supporter groups, no violence
yet has been reported, but strong national feelings are
surfacing, sleeping areas being dominated by a colourful
bunch of ﬂags.
Will the Dutch win again?
Missing Portuguese EASA participants have been contacted,
they could still win a European
cup, but Spanish authorities
didn’t allow them to cross
Spanish borders, resulting from
a strong wish to reach quarterﬁnales for once. Greek NC’s
are still looking for Greek-appearing EASA participants for
they only brought girls, the
males stayed home to keep-up

Feta production and to prevend
the goats from eating all the
Zaziki.
Unconﬁrmed sources have
reported on Germans secretly
practising their skills, Italians allready gave up. Several
mixed-country teams have
subscribed, still the Paraplu
psychological team has severe
doubts on inﬂuence on mental

CONTINUED AT PAGE 2

EASA WEATHER!
26º
14º

Tomorrow ﬁnally it might
rain with the temerature
slightly dropping. Stay
within close range of a
shelter, put your laptop in
your sleepingbag.
DRINK ADVICE: make
sure your chocolate’s hot
and don’t forget to bring a
paraplu!

PARANORMAL??? JEBROME TALKS

So dudes, the band was
really into tubes and tunes,
searching for groupies
all night long...you might
have caught eyecontact
tries all over the stage,
afterwards band-babes
hunting down their groupie
prey. And then gay-prey,
some swedish and croatian
students were almost to be
trapped in an undercover
gaybar!! walking through
downtown, bumping into
some nice chairs in front,
yes, lets have a coffee
here, but they noticed only
guys toilette and three
charming representatives
in leather. And watch out,
your friends might forget

SOCCER FEVER

CONTINUING PAGE 1

health of mixing different
nationalities. Czech/Swiss
Supporter have been reported
having arguments about holes
in the Swiss defense said to
match the ones in their cheese.
Soccerﬁeld is still missing,
but french materialman Bertrand will make sure there’s a
ball…

PARTICIPANTS
WANTED
Marie-Louise (DK) &
Jerome (FR) need participants for their building
workshop called
SOLIDARITE. They are
constructing a building and
library. Please contact them
if you want to join!

you in a metro, because
you seemed like having a
nice nap.10 spanish friends
entered, 9 got out..so what,
they forgot just 1 friend.
Have you ever had some
dark greyed material in
your nose, here some had it
even real black..is it really
the Dust? The good thing
is that supercold&colder
showers take care of your
bloodstream, so circulate!
Last but the most, food of
world tops rewards us all
with all that gas kickers..
farting all over la condition
publique. Just do it!! And
those french keyboards?

SEARCHING
PLAYMATES

Manipulation with perception
and emotions seemed to be an
interesting medium for exploration. In order to change the
perception of the given site (in
this case: city of Roubaix), to
interfere in the ﬁeld of emotions wich are related to a speciﬁc site, we are proposing a
game that consists of random
tasks inspired by situationist
actions;
By interpreting the city of
Roubaix only as a playing
ﬁeld, we tried to detach from
existing conditions.
Game rules:
-metropolitain=Roubaix
-micropolitain=human
interactions, actions, created
environment…
-3 to 4 participants of 2
people
-1 ﬁxed group (2 to 3 mo
bile groups)
–ﬁnal destination unknown
-every destination is
marked with sticker (3
colours)

What do you think of Germans?
I never liked them. We act
nice upon them, but
that’s just a facade: when the
time’s ripe, we’ll
invade their country, enslave
them to build
a bigger Versailles and a taller
Eiffeltower...

What do you eat for breakfast?
Anything, as long as it’s
French.
What do you think of the
design for the new WTC in
NY?
It is still a widespread misunderstanding
that this design will be taller
than the Eiffeltower.

What’s your most attractive
part?
Eh..well, next to my Frenchness of course, it would
be my cute French accent
when I speak English. We
learned
this at school, to impress
foreign woman.
What’s wrong with the
French woman?
They’re too demanding.
??

What is your prime motivation?
To keep France in the centre
of the Universe

My last relationship lasted for
six months...I lost 32 pounds.
my docter advised me to
break up.

Twenty three people met up in
the showers, dressed in their
fancy bikinis and swim strings
for a workshop presentation.
Paraplu is really proud on
this kind of `experiments`, we
want to see more of this! They
said it is a good way of breaking down the body boundaries and to get closer to each

other….mmmmmmmmmmm
After the cool down they
could work twice as hard
on their project because of a
good body temperature, they
are working in the city where
they want to ad
catalysts in public spaces so
people will interact with those
areas.

TEXTILE CITY’S SEXY
FLESH FILLS SHOWERS

TODAY’S FREE PHILOSOPHY
EVERYTHING IS
ALWAYS THE SAME
EVERYWHERE

DAILY EASA FASHION IDEAS

DAVID REVEALS ALL

EVEN IF IT IS
DIFFERENT

French girl
eradicates
competition

ATTENTION
Go to the info point
to sign the letter of dismissal. It is important that
everybody does it!

Big barbecue at
Mr Teneur´s farm
Sunday 1st / 14:00 hrs
Finally we can party whole
the night? Special sources
reported a sauna is being
build.

LOVEBOX

Anybody who was passing
by the improvised table
tennis yesterday couldn’t
have missed the spectacular
play by Amelie from
France. She easily dismissed all who dared to
confront her at the table,
and it looked
like she wasn’t even trying!
So if you are eager to test
your table tennis abilities,
Amelie is deﬁnitely the one
to talk to. Also, we heard
that her table tennis skills
are nothing compared to
the way she plays football.
So watch out. Besides her
obvious talent for sports,
in the evening she demonstrated an incredible skill of
blowing baloons made of
spit!

Sensational news: international lovemaking competition begins! The country
with the largest number of
conﬁrmed
intercourses wins! Each
participant has to sign
his and her country in the
lovebook. Cheaters will be
disqualiﬁed
by the love patrol. Keep
your shoes off and take
care about hygiene.

If this is your ﬁrst EASA you
have probably been wondering who is the scottish guy
wearing a kilt who goes
around the camp, and if
you are returning to EASA
you wonder is he going to be
there the next year. For this
reason our reporter caught
him on secret place
in campus and ask him some
questions. His name is David
Eggelstone and he is not an
EASA virgin. Just oposite. He
is a living
dinosaurus. So read carefully
what he’s got to say:
U: Did you know that you are
accepted as an EASA simbol?
D: Only by the feeble minded.
U: When and where was your
ﬁrst EASA experience?
D: It was in 1991. in Verxho
Turie in SSSR, but it was only
part one of the EASA that
year.
U: Why didn’t you attend
EASA in Denmark last year?

D: I was broke.
U: In your view, which EASA
was most efﬁcent and which
was most fun?
D: Most efﬁcent was the
1997. EASA in Scandinavia
(held in train), but most fun
EASA was in Poland 1995.
U: Have the things changed
radically since your ﬁrst appearance?
D: No
U: Do you always wear a kilt?
D: Only since 1994. when I
bought it.
U: Do you wear underware
under it?
D: Hell no.
U: What is your favourite
western movie?
D: Life & times of judge Roy
Bean.
U: Who is your favourite
architect?
D: Sigurd Lewerentz.
U: How young are you?
D: Only 41 years old.
U: Does the ring around your
neck has some background
meaning?
D: It was given to me in Slovenia on Sesam. It can tell time
by the Sun and as a joke I tell
the people it’s a cock ring
U: Does it ﬁt?
D: No comment.
U: What do you think on inﬂuence of ultra violen beams
to the puberty of ants in South
Vietnam?
D: CIA stands for cunts in
America. Otherwise don’t get
me started.
U: Do you drink beer all the
time?
D: No, sometimes I drink
other alchocolic drinks.

URBAN ELECTRICITY?
Organisation is searching
for technicians! Electricity
is rare these days, we have
to safe on it! The photo
workshop took to much
power and because of
the fall out, internet went

down for several hours.
Paraplu´s tip of the day:
Save your work often!
Organisation makes humble excuses to all participants.

Please share your
evening with us.
You will probably be jumping
all around EASA.
Watch out for
trauma’s..
A solitude day
is predicted for
you by the stars.
However, it could
still be a ﬁne day
as long as you
can talk with each
other.
You might get
very drunk, or
very very drunk in
the evening so be
prepared to wake
up in someone
else’s bed.
How is your architecture doing?
Have you built
anything yet? If
not, you surely
will after today’s
BIG experience.
Please give us an
interview after it.
You are the star
of the day, aren’t
you? Just don’t
get the star disease
and wear my sunglasses at night.
Please stop hesitating and start
making the real
thing. If you don’t
decide what to
drink we are offering you the 80
cent champagne.
Be aware of the
cold showers. Flue
is aiming you.
Buy medicines
and wear woolen
underwear.

It can be hard
to follow the
routine again. But
remember you are
heading to a party
in the evening.
Your hangover
will be so bad that
you’ll probably
have to cancel
your workshop
and stay in bed.
Ask someone to
make you a sandwich.
Work less and
enjoy the sun. It
is also fun! And
you’ll need to
have more energy
for the evening!
Have you already
done what we told
you to do in the
previous issue? If
not, your goal is
to keep trying, if
yes good luck!
Your last day’s
boredom is
leading to a new
invention or a
brilliant idea. It
might happen in
your dreams so
keep a notebook
under your bed.

NEW DRESCODE
UNLEASHED

At the general meeting this
morning, the executive of
the La condition public expressed her fear of the easa
participants safety within
the La condition public.
But it is not inside but outside the La condition that
the participants should fear
for their safety. Out there
your car will be broken into
and a participant already
experienced being robed
of all her money and her
passport. The latest is a
general warning from the
organizers about not going
outside the La condition
public if you are a girl and
wearing hotpants or something smaller. It is said to
be dangerous because of
the muslim area that we are
in. The hardworking crew
of De Paraplu can only regret that the girls will have
to wear trousers outside,
but hope they will change
them back immediately
for hotpants inside the La
condition public.

RUMOURS
Who the band ended up
with last night. Could last
nights band be more rock
and roll. Well I quess not
after what we have heard
happened after the show.
The frontsinger of the
band, put her teeth in one
of the danish guys (No
names revealed of course;)

but it was said to have been
a truly french, jealous,
thrown around the bad experience for the danish guy
that is still recovering from
the events. The drummer
of the band used a not so
often seen tactic for her bed
adventure. During the night

IN DEPTH
INTERVIEW
Nevena CRO
Anatoliy UKR

P: How big is France?
A: Not big.
N: I don’t understand the
question.
P: How do you say farth in
your language?
A: Perdity.
N: I didn’t farth.
P: Which countrys’ participants you ﬁnd most stylish?
A: Ukraine!
N: Me ofcourse!
P: Do you want to use your
condom?
A: Depends on how do I
use it.
N: I want more!
P: What is a sexy animal
for you?
A: Hippo.
N: grrrrrrrrhhhhhh.......
P: Which is your workshop
and are you satisﬁed?
A: Sound perception /yes.
N: What is a workshop?
she went into the slovenien
sleeping quarters and layed
herself down next to the
ﬁrst guy she found. The
couple was last seen entering the showers around 5
in the night. Some rumours
also tell about a belgian
girl and the guitarist of the
band, but this is all we can
say right now.

